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Bear Sighting on Campus
By Jennifer Sellers

The Spencer Hill Campus’s idyllic forested setting makes it an
excellent habitat for bears. Black
Bears are common throughout
the state of New York and can
be found throughout North
America. They are the smallest
species of bear in North America. While considerably smaller
than brown bears and polar
bears, the eastern subspecies of
black bear, which lives in New
York, tends to be larger than
those living in other parts of the
continent.

should be discouraged as it increases the chance of harm for
both humans and bears.
While bear attacks on humans
are uncommon it is always best
to use caution when encountering wild animals. Do not approach, chase, or corner a bear.
In a face-to-face encounter with
a black bear the best way to
scare them off is to stand tall,
make noise, such as talking and
clapping, and back away slowly.

If you see a bear on campus
You are most likely to see them
close to populated areas
during the dusk and dawn hours nant food supply- fruits, nuts,
(parking lots and buildings)
of spring and summer when they and insects- are limited. Withplease notify public safety, 607are actively searching for food.
out these food sources, the
962-9000. They will document
They can occasionally be seen in bears become more likely to
the sighting for their records
the winter on unseasonably
venture into human territory
and depending on the situation
warm days or when their den is
searching for food from bird
may notify the Department of
disturbed. Typically, bears are
feeders, trash cans, gardens,
Environmental Conservation.
solitary animals and very shy
crop fields, etc. This behavior
around humans.
Cubs will live
Fun Black Bear Facts:
with their moth The Forest Service’s mascot, Smokey Bear, was a black bear cub
er for about a
year before leavrescued from a forest fire 1950.
ing to find their
 The original Teddy Bear was inspired by a political cartoon depictown territory.
ing Theodore Roosevelt’s refusal to shoot a black bear tied to a tree.
With the recent
hot dry summer,
the bear’s domi-

Famous cartoon bear, Winnie the Pooh, was based a real black
bear, Winnipeg, who lived at the London Zoo.
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Campus Spin
Movie Nights in the Planetarium
By: David Birks

On Tuesday September 27th Residence Life and Student Association hosted
Finding Dory in the planetarium. The movie
started at 8p.m. to quite a packed house.
Throughout the film, you could hear all of the
students mingling, talking about how much they
loved Dory and were rooting her on. It
brought quite a nostalgic atmosphere to the
room, as for most of us Finding Nemo came out
while we were still in elementary school. At
the end of the film there was a roaring applause and quite a lot of emotion for such a
good film.
Residence Life and Student Association are
planning on hosting more movies in the planetarium. The movies will be screened on Tuesdays at 8 o’clock. The film schedule is Sinister 2
on October 25th, Suicide Squad on November
15th, and The Jungle Book on December 6th. If
you can make it to any of these films, you will
surely have a lot of fun. Oh, and don’t forget to bring some popcorn!
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Campus Spin: Activities
Diversity Center Celebrates Hispanic Heritage Month
By: Sarah Bogdan

Students gathered in the Diversity Center on September
29th in celebration of National Hispanic Heritage Month.
Those present enjoyed Mexican snacks, listened to Spanish music and spoken word, and read samples of cultural
poetry. They also played a Mexican form of bingo called
Lotería, in which one uses pinto beans to mark one’s
card. Students had the opportunity to win prizes while
learning more about Hispanic diversity.
National Hispanic Heritage Month (NHHM) lasts from
September 15 through October 15, and it promotes the
worldwide “contributions of Hispanic and Latino Americans to the group’s heritage and culture.” Hispanic heritage includes ancestry from Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba,
Spain, and Central and South America, as well as other
Spanish-speaking groups. Independence Day for many LatAmerican countries falls within this time period, which is
why NHHM is celebrated during these 30 days. The cultural contributions can include art, music, writing, ideas
and innovation that have “positively influenced our society.” On Thursday, the students who attended described
feeling moved by the powerful words of Hispanic poets
writing about their everyday lives.

in

The Diversity Center puts together events like this one to celebrate different themes of diversity, cultural
or otherwise. One student in the middle of a work-study program for the Center said she appreciates
that it is a “safe space” and is made comfortable for people of all kinds.
“I like being able to meet new people here,” offered another work-study student who joined in the Hispanic Heritage Month celebration. “I get to widen my perspective, so I’m not too close-minded, and I’m
able to be here for people who need help. I believe everyone should experience getting to know different
cultures. This is a place where you belong; it’s a community.”
Dr. Atkins, the head of the Diversity Center, commented on the Center’s availability. “I want students to
know it’s here, it’s open, and it’s a safe space to use.” Located in the Commons, the Center is complete
with comfy chairs, books, a TV, and DVD’s. Any student group can use it as a meeting place, such as for a
club. The next diversity event will be a transgender-themed workshop with Rowan Collins on Wednesday, October 26th, at 12:00-2pm in the Triangle Lounge.
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Campus Spin: Activities
A Call for Change: Justice Without Retribution
By Corey Cruttenden

Most citizens of our great
nation have a preconceived
notion that America is the
forerunner of justice and
fairness. Despite our smug
adherences, this is not always the case. Historically,
there have been many
times our government and
social system required an
ethical gut-check. On Monday September 26th, CCC
(with the help of Dr. Gregg
Caruso) had the honor of
welcoming a man who has
stood within the walls of America's highest court and contested our government over its follies of justices.
Professor Joseph Margulies wears many hats. He is an author, an Ivy League professor at
Cornell; an attorney with MacArthur Justice Center; and, most notably, the man who led the
counsel in one of the 21st century's most groundbreaking Supreme Court cases: Rasul v.
Bush---the case over the wrongful imprisonment of non-US citizens at Guantanamo Bay. In
addition, Professor Margulies currently represents Abu Zubaydah---the man whose interrogation at a CIA black site led to the Bush administration's notorious "torture memos."
Recently, Professor Margulies has turned his attention to the growing issues of prison reform---a subject which nearly every person in attendance could relate to on one level or another. The professor delved deeply into pressing issues such as the solicitude of vulnerable
populations (economic classes and ethnicities), the trying of juveniles as adults, the evolving
attitude towards drug addiction, second-chance opportunities for convicted felons, and the
monitoring and regulation of our police force. We need not look any further than our national news outlets and our own back lawn to realize these issues cry out for reformation.
Continued on pg 8
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Campus Spin: Opinion
Keeping it Casual
By David Birks

Is there a need to find a love permanently
when there are websites that can show
people just looking for lust? With sites like
Tinder, Plenty of Fish, and Grindr, the appeal
of searching for a monogamous relationship
has declined. Instead, casual relationships
have become popular and more socially accepted.
A casual, or “no strings-attached” relationship is where two people have a physical and/or emotional relationship, but there is no commitment between the two. This form of a relationship has gained popularity
through many different forms of media, whether from music, and television, to magazines, and film. Think
of any television show or movie you have watched recently. Did two people have a physical relationship
that weren’t a couple or married? Now, think of modern love songs; are they discussing a long-term relationship or something less permanent?
A common scene you can find on film is a couple of friends going out to the bar together. Now, most
commonly the friends aren’t going to the bar just for the alcohol; they are rather going to the bar to meet
a potential “friend.” This friend they meet is often looking there for the same thing, a one-night stand or a
relationship that is purely temporary and sexual. Having a relationship start online means that the stress of
communicating face to face with a person isn’t there. Instead, an opinion is formed through superficial aspects such as a person’s looks.
An online connection gives others a chance to make a judgment on the person before even meeting them
in person, cutting the middleman out of going to a social setting in search of someone who has the same
motives for the night. Someone may even have a relationship in which there is a “hook-up” from time to
time. Unlike a monogamous relationship though, in a casual relationship, there isn’t a commitment and it
isn’t exclusive. In many cases it goes until both of the parties are uninterested and move on.
With all of the advances in technology, it is easier to have a casual relationship. It is said fifty percent of
marriages end in divorce. This mindset of a “50/50” chance may be a cause for the increase in casual relationships. However, divorce rates have decreased since the 1980’s, along with the concept of marriage.
Many couples nowadays live together but prefer not to get married.
For the most part, people believe a monogamous relationship is the “endgame,” inferring that these casual
relationships are just a stepping-stone before taking the “leap of faith” towards a fully committed, equally
balanced relationship. The reasoning why there is a grace period between casual and monogamous relationships nowadays is people aren’t sure what they want. It is easier now
than it ever has been to find out who is single and what they are looking Continued on pg 8
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Breast Cancer Awareness Month
By Sarah Bogdan

October is National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Beginning in 1985, charities and
health organizations like the American Cancer Society teamed up to raise awareness for
this disease. NBCAM aims to support methods of prevention such as mammography, which was highlighted on October 3rd, “Mammogram Monday.” Research and funds for
treatment are crucial, as 1 out of every 8 American women
will “develop invasive breast cancer” in her life, according to
U.S. Breast Cancer Statistics. It is also possible for men to
develop breast cancer, although they only run a risk of 1 in
a 1,000 of contracting it.
American societies are hoping that increased breast cancer
awareness will aid in early detection and successful case
treatment. Show your support this month (and year-round
as well) by wearing pink, sporting a pink ribbon, and encouraging your loved ones to get screened for breast cancer and to live active and healthy lifestyles. In addition, for
the whole month of October, you can get anything with the
color pink on it for 25% off at the CCC College Store. The
campus store adds that this “does not include computers,
textbooks, tools, food/drinks, items already on sale or health & beauty items,” but does include everything else, from school supplies to clothing.
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Keeping it Casual
By David Birks

continued from pg 6

for thanks to the Internet.
In turn, casual relationships can cause turmoil. Once a monogamous relationship comes along, it may be
hard for the person to trust his or her partner. Think to a time you weren’t sure about what another
person thought about you. In a casual relationship, the only thing holding the pair together is their physical attraction for each other. If the person feels he or she has more to offer to a partner than their
looks, it can make that person insecure, create an endless cycle of someone feeling broken by others and
worsen a their ability to trust or feel empathy towards others.
Furthermore, casual relationships may seem easier than having a monogamous relationship, but they can
also lead to issues, vulnerability and insecurity. When getting into either type of relationship, allow yourself to get to know the person based on who they are, and not who you want them to be. Also, make
sure you voice how you are feeling; you never know if the person is feeling the same.

A Call for Change: Justice Without Retribution
By Corey Cruttenden

continued from pg 5

As of today, America houses 25% of the world's prison population. This is ten times that of
any other country! Our prisoners are placed in conditions that are unheard of in progressive nations. These conditions include supermax prisons and solitary confinement. The tension within in our criminal justice system can be felt in every community across America.
We the people need to be the voice for change. It's our responsibility to be well-informed
about misconceptions about the system as well as being educated in the policies of the officials we vote into office.
The system might appear to be in shambles, but with justice warriors like Joseph Margulies
and a society of informed citizens, we can reverse the tides of criminal injustice and be the
free nation we so proudly declare to be.
Professor Joseph Margulies’ “Riddles of Criminal Justice” was sponsored by Justice Without
Retribution Network. To learn more visit www.justicewithoutretribution.com
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Channeling History: Galactic History
By the History Club

Recent planetary discoveries have dominated the news. What’s old has become new. Elon
Musk recently announced that his latest vision is taking people to Mars. Optimistically, by
2024 the first humans could be on their way to colonize the planet and achieve Musk’s
goal of becoming a multi-planetary species.
A planet, Proxima b, found orbiting the star Proxima Centauri,
4.24 light-years from Earth, is alleged to provide the exact atmospheric conditions for planetary life. Depending on the star size,
scientists will look for a planet to be orbiting within a specific distance range, known as the habitable or Goldilocks zone, to determine if it can hold liquid water and therefore be similar to Earth.
Proxima b is now the closest potentially habitable exoplanet discovered.
Simultaneously, Jupiter’s sixth-closest moon, Europa, is once again
under the lens of the scientific community due to possibilities of
life existing under the frozen surface in liquid oceans. The icy
body contains the most vital elements for life including water, energy, organic chemicals, and is shielded from damaging radiation.
This planetary science has already been explored on other moons, specifically Saturn’s Titan. NASA, other international space agencies, and private companies have future missions
planned to explore this moon further.
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Appropriated Press
By the History Club

Tim Kaine v Mike Pence
The Appropriated Press is a fictitious news outlet at Corning Community College. All sources are fabricated with the
intention of inspiring collegiate minds

It has been announced that Anonymous will host Tuesday’s Vice Presidential debate. Several
people have announced that wish to moderate the debate, The Wizard of Oz, Sauron (Dark
Lord), Shia LeBeouf, Sia, and Banksy have been mentioned as potential question askers. TEN
(the enthusiast network) and AOL were awarded coverage of the event. Fox News and
CNN both claim to have contacted the contestants for an interview. This is the only official
transcripted mentioning of their names. Pepe Le’Pew Research Group polled 50,000 Americans. 82% said they could not wait to see Chris Christie take on Bernie Sanders. Each of
the non-existent candidates both received more support for the actual presidency than
Trump or Clinton. Promotional media for the event features stock photos of successful
toothpaste models. Allegedly they are before photos. When reached for comment the campaign phone number rang to a call center in Kuala Lampur???
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Upcoming CCC Events!
Wednesday 10/5

Monday 10/17

11am Stone Soup—Commons

8pm Basketball—Gym

1pm Bingo—Commons
3:30pm Inspired at CCC Lawrence
Carroll—Hanley Room, Library
7pm Free Skate
Night—Nasser
Civic Center
8pm Dodgeball—
Gym

Tuesday 10/18
12:30pm Basketball—Gym
7pm NSLS Live Broadcast—Triangle
Lounge
7pm Team Trivia—Kelly Lounge
Wednesday 10/19

Thursday 10/6
12:30pm Basketball—Gym
4pm Midday Concert—R004
Saturday 10/8
12pm Men’s Soccer Game—Athletic
fields
2pm Women’s Soccer Game—Athletic
field

3:30pm Inspired-Musicians Jesse and
Ben Bloodgood
—Hanley
Room, Library
8pm Dodgeball—Gym
Thursday
10/20
12:30pm Basketball—Gym

Sunday 10/16

Saturday 10/22

6pm Badminton—Gym

4pm Women's Basketball scrimmage—
Gym
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All Things Fall!
Have an Opinion?

Word Bank

Get it out and get paid!



$10 per published article



$5 per published photo
E-mail articles and photos to
CCCcrier@gmail.com
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pumpkin
apple
fall
autumn
colors
cider








scary
cold
frost
change
football
leaves






harvest
crisp
blankets
foliage

If you wish to receive reimbursement for your published contributions to
the paper, please include your CID number with your submissions.
The views presented to you by The Crier do not reflect the views of Student
Life or Corning Community College.

